I. Introduction
The origin-destination traffic flow information was conventionally used for long-term transportation planning and management, as well as an important basis for policy analysis.
Such information was traditionally obtained from survey data or derived from simulation models. However, the O-D information was difficult and costly to collect in general, let along the survey scale presented another serious issue.
In the near past, the process of estimating O-D flows changed gradually from static to dynamic approaches due to the requirement of better foreseeing the main corridor traffic and the short-term management strategies. For example, Willumsen [1] brought up the concept of changeable O-D flows with time-varying modification of the Maximum Entropy Model by dividing the time period into numerous intervals to make estimate conveniently. The static model was therefore transformed into the quasi-dynamic edition without largely re-formulation. Since then, the later studies frequently followed the concept of using multiple time segments for modification on static models. Among those, several studies However, error distribution could be mis-pictured due to small ramp flow counts with large error percentage. Fig.4 and Though the structure complicated, the application of TDFAM model on freeway section with large size data, multi-layer matrices, acceptable errors and calculation efficiency showed the practicability of this methodology.
